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7. Do you have any comment on Soviet Foreign Minister GJ:Omyk~pe.ach 
...,.t.o..t:he.~ calling for immediate convening of the Geneva Conference? 

·. 

Guidance: I would have no specific comment on the Foreign 
Minister's speech. As you know, Secretary Kissinger is consulting 
now with representativeSof the Middle Eastern countries at the 
General Assembly on possible next steps in the negotiations and 
he will also be making a brief trip to the area next month. The 
President is determined to maintain the momentum toward a peace 
settlernent but I c_annot be more specific in light of Sec-retary 
Kissinger's continuing consultations. 

FYI: Refer any other questions about points in Gromyko1 s speech 
to State. End FYI. 

_. 
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9. There have been reports that negotiations witt:.~e;oato.~afen"'iiil'.fe~.?.?t!!. 
!he.-:rtrad8111bill.and:tba.brPcompro:mise._xna..~n.ot...l_?.~,2.~.~ei!?.~.. If no com pro
mise is worked out, will the President veto the trade bill? 

Guidance: The President is continuing to consult with the Congress 
to reach a mutually acceptable formula with regard to Title IV and 
he continues to hope for an acceptable trade bill this session. . 

FYI: If pushed on whether he would veto a nonacceptable trade bill, 
you should say that you would not want to speculate on a hypothetical 
situation but you p.refer instead to stress that the President is continuing 
to work for .an ac"ceptable bill. End FYI;. 

tfopefJ/ 
PRESIDENT: "NIDO'l'IATibNs ARE STILL GOING ON • I AM Uiib THAT 

" iffi CAN RESOLVE THE DIFFERENCES. THE CC!l~UENCES ARE SO SERIOUS .. 
rr IS ESSENTIAL ·rHAT WE Do.• 

J 

• 

1 



MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

October 5, 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR: RON NESSEN 

LESJANKAY FROM: 

SUBJECT: U.S. -Soviet Aspects of Grain Sales 

Q: 

A: 

FYI: 

Secretary Butz said the U.S. is not pleased with the Soviet 
purchases of large amounts of U.S. grain. Has the U.S. 
protested to the Soviets? Does this imply bad faith on the 
part of the Russians? 

As has been announced, Secretary Simon will be in Moscow 
next week and he will take that opportunity to discuss the 
disposition of this matter with the appropriate Soviet 
officials. Until he has discussed and clarified this matter, 
it would not be helpful to comment further from here. In 
the meantime, the President has requested that the contracts 
in question be held in obeyance. 

We should avoid further comment on U. S. -Soviet contacts 
on this matter and avoid giving any indication of displeasure 
or discord in U.S. -Soviet relations over this matter. 
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There have b~ reyorts·- that negotiations wit\1..Senator-.. Ja-.ckson regard
ing ta~bitlt and that a ~P-IAR~Q-l';Pise...I:Xla.}*DOt:..b& poss.i.Qle.:,._I£ no 
compromise is worked out, will the President veto the trade bill? . 

Guidance: The President is continuing to consult with the Congress 
to reach a mutually acceptalbe formula with regard to Title IV 
and he continues to hope for an acceptable trade bill this session. 

FYI:-~hed on whether he would :aretowa nonacceptable trade 
bill, you should say that you -would r:fot want to speculat-e on a hypo
thetical situation but you prefer instead to stress that the 
President is continuing to work for an acceptable bill. End FYI • 

. . . 
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9. Do you have any comment on the Gelb report in the New York Times 
today that the ~i9AII9eekin~tor;change :tbe.•threshol<btesa.ba~Btu:eat~ 

be.fo~~hu\ia.eioo•rtb~·tb.ecaSenate-rfor:-ra.tification ~ 
" . 

Guidance: I would prefer that you take your detailed questions 
on this subject to the Department of State but let me say that the 

basic thrust~~~~~~~~~~~,.~~nb~e~~~ . 
never been any a r ~ . 1\ ;t'peaceful nuc'tear e.xploslons 
and this was explained in the briefings given to the press by Dr. 
Kissinger follo~ng last July1 s Moscow Summit. It has always 
been the Administration1s position that an addiiti&ftaleagreer.nentl 
covering peaceful nulcear explosions would have to be concluded 
before the completion on the ratification process on the threshold 
test ban treaty. Negotiations will be starting soon with the Soviet 
Union on this additional agreement and I suggest you check with 
State for further details on the status of this matter. 

. . 

• 



RoAJ• .:·IF- Artt-Et Foil AM~t..te~W?.-J oN 6-,.fJ..F's Rf~MAICI( .. 

• .,.,~ -H~ (Nt"lf 1M Ef7"' w f TH tlk-2.1/NEIJ tF "'ttfrL~ 
, . IS A- tt. EA-SON'' 

Mr. Pre,id'"'t' Can yoa coo£irm "'i'"'·ts lh,.t i~~(:~r-
111a.ru1i.r'.g (1.n e:;;·trly lTlCC·-ting \Vitll S0\rict lc~tclel" I_'jrc 

scn-rtcwhere in the Pc.1cific this y r? 

Frorn the outset vf 1ny 1-. ch·cti tration .. l h:tve ::;:atecl rny 

corurn:ibnent to wo:r.1:ing for iruprovc·d rel.<:clion;:; wj tb.;; 

Soviets i·n the intere:;ts of \Vorld ce. 

Yf e have impo1·taut isSUP.S under negoii.;-~tion vv·ith the Soviets 

-- foremost arr:10ng thmn the strategic anns ta.U.s. I have 

recently rnet with For cign l\iillister Grornyko he:re at the 

'\Vhite House~ and Secretary I<issinger '.vill be addrcsaing these 

in1portant questions wheu he goes to ~ioscow later this nwnth. 

As you know, General Secretary Brezhnev has been invi;;ed 

tc visit the United State~; in 1975. If tbe sHb:;tance of our 

negotiations and the oppo1.·tunity for further progreas in the 

real interests of the United States indicate that an ee>.rlie~.-

rnecti.ng bet.,vcen the General Secretary and n1yseH would be 

desir2.ble, I \Vill of course conside:c that possibility. Howc:ver, 

at present, I have no anuounccrnent to n1.ake concerning the 

possibilitic~s of such a meeting. 
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Guidance: The're is not much I can add to what the two Senators 
told you this morning. I would simply say that we are pleased 
with the resolution of the Jackson-Yanik Amendment problem. 
We1 of course, hope that Congress will act speedily to give 
final passage to the trade bill when it reconvenes on November 18th. 
(You are not prepared to go into any ~etalled explanation of the 
provisions of the amendment compromise because the exact 
wording of the language must now be worked~ t1 nil, ; '] f js • ) 
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4. · Can you comment on Senator-Mondale"s~report .. that·the'Soviets. ha~ 
protested·the.United .State&-fch{~amoU:flagi.Dg ·missiles sites: in the 
United States-~ 1-ks fu~;e b~~n such a prot~t? Is the U ~ s~ in violation 
of the SALT agreement? 

Guidance: We can not discuss publicly U. S./Soviet exchanges 

, 
\ 

. within the initial Standing Consultative Commission which is the 11/to/11 bilateral body to ~isc~ss questions which arise_ under the. ~ALT 
~gr~em~nts. ,. I. will srmplY.> t _ell you that the u~ted Sta:e.s ?s ~A e '*Ni) . 

sy AI' l t ~ the_.SALT agreement.a A Senator Mer dol el~ dlie-
u J t impljjt'i.. · 
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EMBARGOED FOR RELEASE 
UNTIL 7:00P.M. LOCAL TIME 
(4:00 A.M. EST) 

NOVEMBER Z4, 1974 

Office of the White House Press Secretary 
(Vladivostok, U.S. s. R) 

--------··----------------------------------------------------------

{OINT U.S. -SOVIET STATEMENT 

During their working meeting in the area of Vladivostok on November Z3-Z4, 
1974, the President of the USA Gerald R. Ford and General Secretary of the 
Central Committee of the CPSU L. I. Brezhnev discussed in detail the 
question of further limitations d. strategic offensive arms. 

They reaffirmed the great significance that both the United States and the 
USSR attach to the limitation of strategic offensive arms. They are convinced 
that a long-term agreement on this question would be a significant contribution 
to improving relations between the US and the USSR, to reducing the danger 
of war and to enhancing world peace. Having noted the value of previous 
agreements on this question, including the Interim Agreement of May Z6, 1972, 
they reaffirm the intention to conclude a new agreement on the limitation of 
strategic offensive arms, to last through 1985. 

As a result of the exchange of views on the substance of such a new agreement, 
the President of the United States of America and the General Secretary of 
the Central Committee of the CPSU concluded that favorable prospects 
exist for completing the work on this agreement in 1975. 

Agreement was reached that further negotiations will be based on the following 
provisions. 

1. The new agreement will incorporate the relevant provisions oft.the 
Interim Agreement of May Z6, 197Z, which will remain in force until October 
1977. 

z. The new agreement will cover the period from October 1977 through 
December 31, 1985. 

3. Based on the principle of equality and equal security, the new 
agreement will include the following limitations: 

a. Both sides will be entitled to have a certain agreed aggregate , 
number of strategic delivery vehicles; • 

b. Both sides will be entitled to have a certain agreed aggregate 
number of ICBMs and SLBMs equipped with multiple independently 
targetable warheads (MlRVs). 

4. The new agreement will include a provision for further negotiations 
begioniDg no later than 1980-1981 on the question of further limitations 
and possible reductions of strategic arms in the period after 1985. 

5. Negotiations between the delegations of the U.S. and USSR to work 
out the new agreement incorporating the foregoing points will resume in 
Geneva in January 1975. 

November Z4, 1974 

* * * 
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MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

November 27, 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR RON NESSEN 

FROM: KATHLEEN TROIA 

SUBJECT: MORNING PRESS ITEMS 

ITEMS TO BE VOLUNTEERED OR ANNOUNCED 

NONE 

ITEMS FOR RESPONSE TO QUERY 

1. are several reports claiming that with the President's new 
agreement with the Soviet Union will encourage a new 
boost, and actually accelerate rather than reduce the 

gpidanc@: arding the Soviet Union, the new a~ agreement 
puts their level significantly below their capabilities and 
our projections f what they would be in the absence of a 
new agreement. A far as the United States is concerned, we 
have no plans to ac lerate our program, as this level will 
accommodate our curre t program. 

Senator Jackson his new agreement sets new platforms 
from which more arms can be b lt. Can you confirm this report? 

Guidance: As I said yesterday, the level will be somewhat below 
Soviet levels and slightly above US levels. 

Senator Jackson also says that the agr ment leaves an advantage in 
throw weight for the Soviets and does no provide for any reduction 
in numbers of strategic weapons. Would yo comment on this? 

Quidaoce: Within the terms of the new agre ent we have the option, 
if we fell it necessary, to increase the thro weight of our ICBMs. 
As for reductions, we agreed that there would be negotiations 
on that no later than 1980 - 1981. The levels or ilings to which 
we agreed are well below the capabilities of th United States 
and Soviet Union. The Soviets actually will have to reduce their 
present forces somewhat under the agreement. 
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Guidance: · The undisclosed s 
Soviet General Secretary Bre 
Vladivostok to break the dea 

·fo~· 

rce report that President Ford and 
nev worked out some agreement in 

lock in the Middle East is ~ · 

I would refer you to the Joi t U.S.-Soviet Communique, Section III, 
which states that both Sides/ "reaffirmed their intention to make 
every effort to proqtOte a s~lution of the key issues of !l _just and 
lasting peace in that area qn the basis of the United Nations 
Resolution 338, taking into) la .. ccount the legitimate interests of 

. all the peoples of the area, including the Palestinian people 
and respect of the right to independent existence of all states 
in the area. The Sides believe that the Geneva Conference should 
play an important part inrt~e tablishment of a just and lasting 
peace in the Middle East, ' should resume its work as soon as 
possiblel" ' 
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1. When z:eply~ng toi 4:S';.~~~.ion on ,..,in hi~ _pr-:ss ----~-M~-~-~iiij- "-=~~~~~ 
ni~~.~ did ~~~~<;_~.resident ··actually ~.S,S~f!IWr.Ja 

~!f.IIW~pel ------------- ·-=.o-=--_ -:·:·:-:':. -.-
. -·~··~>.: ' )j,." • 

... -· ... ~ ·--- - --
Guidance: The President said that one of the significant benefits 
of the Vladivostok·'agreement is that 1re did not have to i.riclude 
fot"Ward:based systems ·in the agreement. Forward based systems 
are excluded from all parts of the agreement~ I don't think the 
President meant ~to imply that there are MIRVs on forward based 
systems • . 

Further questions on SALT: 

Guidance: I would refer your questions to ~the Presidenr~s . 
press conference last night. I would have nothing to add to 
what the President said • 

• 



• 

3. In his speech at the Sheraton Park last night the President spoke of 
trade disputes jeopardizing internatio-nal economic cooperation and 
menacing political and security relationships that the United States 
has taken a generation to help construct.. Tne President also mentioned 
that if the trade bill is not passed the US international political; 
military and economic commitments would be undermined. Exactly what. 
did the President mean by these statements? 

Guidance: I think the President and Secretary Kissinger have 
made clear our position on the Trade Hill. I think that what the 
President meant was anytime there are ~~jor economic· disputes they 
threaten cooperation in areas of security. If countrie§ are 
embarked on major economic disputes over trade issues it would 
make more difficult our efforts to cooperate in other areas of 
dispute. 



~ . .. '\ 

2~ In vie•-" of the current debate on 
expect on the Trade Bill? ... 

Guidance: We are looking for prompt enactment of the trade bill 
which will enable us to move forward quickly in a new round of 
trade negotiations and to continue our efforts toward reform of 
t:he international trading system. 
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-------------------~------~ 
Vietnamese are apparently lau~ching4S£i$4QG • .DM , - , 

Can you •confirm this? 
1 

Guidance: We have maintained a close watch on ·events a:~d are 
hopeful that the North Vietnamese will.recognize the futility 
_of broadening their atta~s and ·will end their actions . of violation 

· of the ·Paris Agreement. ;In this regard we note the renewed offer 
of the Saigon Government to reopen -the _two party talks and 
think it in the best interests of the North Vietnamese to return 
to negotiations. We still believe that the best way - to settle 
this conflict is by political negotiations and peaceful means. 
The South Vietnamese stand ready to do this. ' 
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4. \Ther~fse.~J:4tbe·~:some~~;rpr~blems ~i th ~h~a ide",'me':'()ir~!i ~1etryan~~~ 
between...tJ;.h~tech:~States;~and ·-SOvie-t:: Union·;'!:' -'Why-a ia-you -mislead 
u's - ,ras~~]iilinailiijOiji;:aicrthat-you assumed _the aide memoire drafts 
of the US and Soviet Union matched? What is the problem? Is there 
in .fact no agreed upon aide memoire? 

~~ ; .:: ~ ....t io - >I' c S "'fF R' t>/ly 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~.~ftThe anguage . 
of these aide memoires is still under discussion. There are 
no major problema and we are confident that agreement will be 
reached' -"' ~ ~'\...§""'~ ... 

,}fua~,d~~~l~~~~e ~ atil.l.. unde~discussion9't"*Whatfl . 
e~~~~~~--"'W\.~~~~- bat.weeo.....taa....drafts? · . 

~-~--~-t.:!: .. .?··"--' .. ~ .. ---~-- -· ....... 

Guidance: It 'would serve no useful purpose for me to g&t_into 
a further discussion of this matter. 

: .... . .. . 
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The private communication from Foreign Minister Gromyko to 

Secretary Kissinger of October 26 which was pub1ished by TASS 

today does net , in our view, change the understandings referred 

to in the Secretary's letter to Senator Jackson of October 18. The 

Administration has always made clear, most recently in Secretary 

Kissinger's testimony to the Senate Finance Committee on the 

Trade Bill, that there exists "l:l£ understanding or agreement 

either with the Soviet government or with Senator Jackson 

concerning numbers of emigrants from the Soviet Union. 

Released by Arnb. Anderson at the State Department 
at 4:30p.m. EST, December 18, 1974. 



--
-t-u~use 

1. What is the White,.reaction to the Soviet Union's release of an 
October 26 letter denying that the USSR had given any specific 
assurances that emigration would be increased in return for MFN? 

GUIDANCE: The State Department issued a statement 

yesterday saying that in the view of the U.S. government, 

the letter from Foreign Minister Gromyko to Secretary 

Kissinger of October 26 does not change the under standirg s 

referred to in Secretary Kissinger's letter of October 18 to 

Senator Jackson. 

The Administration has always made clear, as in our 

statement of October 21, and in Secretary Kissinger's testimony 

before the Senate Finance Committee on December 3, that there 

• 
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exists no understanding or agreement with the Soviet government 

or with Senator Jackson concerning numbers of emigrants from 

the Soviet Union. 

Therefore, we see no inconsistency in the letter released 

yesterday and the positions taken by the Administration. I simply 

add thatthe President hopes the Congress will pass the Trade Bill, 

which, as you know, he considers to be one of the most important 

pieces of legisletton before thie Congress. 

9.:. Was the Administration surprised by the release of this letter? 

A. We were not informed in advance of its release. 

Q. Why do you think the Soviets released it now? 

A. I would not speculate the motives of the Soviet government. 

fh But, didn1t Sec. Kissinger mislead the Senate Finance Committee 
into saying on December 3 that there would be an increased in 
emigration, when he already had Gromyko' s letter of October 26 
predicting a decrease in emigration. 

A. I recommend you read carefully Secretary Kissinger's testimony 
before the Finance Committee, excerpts of which are in the New York 
Times today. The Secretary said that he could give no assurances 
about precise emigration rates and said only that we expect that 
the emigration rate will correspond to the number of applicants. 
The Secretary was careful to say "If some of the current estimates of 
potential applicants are correct, this should lead to an increase 
in ~migration. " 

.9:.. Senator Jackson said President Ford gave him personal assurances 
that he Wl uld withdraw MFN from the Soviet Union if they do not 
live up to the provisions of the Administrati61'1' s understandings with 
Sen. Jackson on Soviet performance on emigration . 

• 
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A. I am not going to get into the conversations between the President 
and Sen. Jackson, but I would simply point out that in Secretary 
Kissinger's letter to the Senator of October 18 the Secretary said 
the the understandings of Sen. Jackson's letter would be among 
the considerations to be applied by the President in f5k:.(?/le.rSt"""fi,... 
the authority provided by the Trade Bill. 
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GUIDAN:: E: I would have no comment on the subject. except 

to say that we are. studying these developments and we will continue 

to conduct our policies of quiet diplomacy as we have stated it to 

you on previous occasions. 
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A: 

Can you comment on the ·washington Post story this morning that 
Moscow is prepared to nullify the 1972 Trade Agreement? Have 
the Soviets told the U.S. they want to reopen discussions on the 
Trade Agreement? 

I would have no corn...'"Ilent on that story and I am not prepared to 
discuss the details of.our exchanges with the Soviet Union.~ Let 
me simply say that the trade bill signed yesterday gives the 
President the authority he needs to extend MFN to the Soviet 
Union and we intend to now move forward with the implementation 
of the 1972 Trade Agreement. 

FYI: We are not prepared to discuss today when the President 
will provide the required report to Congress on Soviet emigra
tion assurances which is required before MFN can be granted. 
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GUIDANCE: I would have no comment on that story and I am not 

prepared to discuss the details of our exchanges with the Soviet 

Union. Let me simply say that the Trade Bill signed on Friday 

gives the President the authority he needs to extend MFN to the 

. . . , 

Soviet Union and ~e intend to now move forward with~ implementation. 

'fit i}u 1972 Trado j) !Jnee• a•t. 

FYI: We are not prepared to discuss today when the President 

will provide the required report to Congress on Soviet emigration 

assurances which is required before MFN can be granted • 
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3. Can you comment on reports that Chairman Brezhnev is> seriously 
ill, possibly~with"Leukemia? 

GUIDANCE: I ba ve seen the same press reports you have, but 

//(,!7$ I have no informatio-n or comment to provide on that subject. 

-. 



4. Do you have antdditional comment or informatio for us on General 
Secretary Brez ev1s illness? 

1(1(1;;- Guidance: I eliev~ that it is not appropriate f me to comment from 
here on the atter of the health of foreign lead rs and therefore I am 
just not abl to get intoahis subject at all. 

FYI: We ~a~e lo direct information to supp~ m.any rumors of various 
illnesses ~ing the General Secretary~ YL 



-------------~-----.,-------------

MEMORANDUM 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

January 7, 197$ 

MEMORANDUM FOR: RON NESSEN 

FROM: LESJANKA 

SUBJECT: Morning Press Items 

1. Can you comment on reports that the U.S. is moving some warships 
near South Vietnam in the face of a Communist attack on a provincial 
capital? What will the U.S. do if the Communist launch a new offensive 
in South Vietnam? 

Guidance: I have seen reports that the Pentagon and the U.S. 
Embassy in Saigon have already denied the reports of ship movements 
toward South Vietnam. Any comments on ship movements or details 
will c orne from the Pentagon. 

I will not speculate from here on what the United States would do in 
the event of a massive North Vietnamese offensive against South 
Vietnam. A:fty U.S. actio:a we1:1ld, ef eoui ee, be fully in acco:rdanee 

_with our constitutional procGiiw 

2. Is the United States concerned about the increased levels of fighting in 
South Vietnam? 

Guidance: We are watching with concern the increased levels of Com
munist violations of the Vietnam peace agreements. As the State 
Department noted in a statement issued last Friday these increased 
actions contradict Hanoi's claims that it is the U.S. and South Vietnam 
who are violating the agreements and standing in the way of peace. 

The State Department also noted that the United States deplores Hanoi 1 s 
turning from the path of negotiations to that of war because its actions 
not only violate the peace agreements but also impose suffering on the 
civilian population in South Vietnam. 

3. Ambassador Moynihan has criticized the U.S. decision to build a naval 
support base on Diego Garcia and was even more critical in the way the 
U.S. justified this decision and explained it to the Indian Ocean countries. 
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5. There seems to be some dispute on whether aircraft-launched cruise 

I I 

missles are included in the Vladivostok agreement. Is there in facj-'a 

1 q 16' dis~greez:ne~t ov~r interp~etakon of t_he agreement? Are aircraft-launched 
cru1se m1ss1les mcluded tn the Vlad1vostok agreement? 

( 
I. 

' 

-' 

- .-

GUIDANCE: I -wOuld refer you to Secretary Kissinger• s statements 
~ 111 ~ tuntU~t- ~~ ~ k. ~ctimd.. a.t

regarding the Vladivostok ~greement. "l'!!llj-~ l5! l&IC ... , .... a 2 '1 &is a ZW'S 

\ - · . .I ~ f.v<_ r-· ~ .... -,~ ~':H&-. I' tln eletails e£ Llre a agt e 111 'Ill. ~ V'~ . 

~it ~ du. ~ j' t?u_ ~LT ~; ·. _ rr 0-<L A.b'l =t-f ~ ~~ ~ "'r""') 
1/1175 

FYI: If asked about whether the Aide Memoire will be made 

public, you can say that you know of no plans to make it 

public. However, the Aide Memoire has been given to 

Congress. ~~ ~~ 

If asked to whom in Congress has the Aid Mernoire been 

given, yw. can say it was sent to the Chairmen of the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee, House Foreign Affairs Committee, 

Senate Armed Services Committee and the House Armed Services 

Committee. 
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DETENTE 

Q. Mr. President, in light of the complicated trade questions and the 
allegations that the United States is interferring in Soviet internal l 
affairs, some say that detente has been set back, and that U.S. .J 
Soviet relations may now enter a coolirg period -- would you com;ment? 

A. At the Vladivostok summit, General Secretary Brezhnev and I 

\ 

reaffrimed the determination of the United States and the Soviet Union 

to further develop our relations and to continue the search for peace. 

And, with the Vladivostok agreement on offensive strategic arms 

we took another important step toward greater peace and stability. 

We will continue to apprcach our contacts and negotiations with the 

USSR \lith utmost seriouane ss and determination to achieve concrete 

and lasting results -- results in the best interests of the United States 

and in the interests of improved international stability. 

I believe that the prospects for further improvements in US- USSR 

relations --the prospects for detente -- are good insofar as they 

depend on our actions." It is my firm impression that the Soviet 

leadership shares in the desire for further progress. Nevertheless 

we must recognize that the process of detente is based upon mutual 

benefit and mutual confidence. A'ttempts to extract unilateral advantage 

at must be pre sent for the 

survive • 

• 



4. Do you have any reaction to Senator Jackson1 s comment blaming 
the Russians for the breakdown in the Trade Agreement and the fact 
that Senator Jackson feels that President Fo.rd and Secretary Kissinger 

/ should share the blame for this breakdown? 

/ · / W7S GUIDANCE: I have nothing to add on the subject of U.S. -Soviet 
Trade Agreement beyond what Secretary Kissinger said in his 
press conference Tuesday evening and to what the President 
said in his State of the Union address yesterday. 

FYI: The Administration should maintain a low profile and 
not pick any fights on this subject. 

. . 

- .. 

i 

' 



3. In his PBS interview last night, Secretary Kissinger said that he 
thinks that detentehas had a set back because of the Soviet rejection 
of the trade agreement. This appears to differ with the implication 
of the White House ·statement yesterday which seemed to indicate that 
the White House saw no setback to detente. How do you square the 
differences in these. statements? 

t/17/75 Guidance: I think if you read these' various statements in their 
full context you will see that there is .. no inconsistency. As Secretary 
Kissinger said in his press conference Tuesday evening, we see no 
evidence thqt this action of the Soviet Union represents an interruption 
in our broader policy of detente. Nevertheless, we do see it as a 
set back in terms of opportunities lost for broadening and extending 
that relationship. We have no reason to believe that the rejection of 
the trade bill has implications beyond those communicated to us. We 
regret this turn ~f events but as far as the U.S. is concerned, we will 
continue to pursue our policy of ir.riproved relations. I would 
remind you that both Secretary Kissinger and the President 
have reiterated the determination of this country to pur sue our 
policy of relaxation of tension with the Soviet Union and that we 
expect to move forward again in expanding and broadening our 
relationship with the Soviet Union and we will begin consultations 
with the Congress on how the Legislative and Executive Branches 
can cooperate in implementing this. 

Refer to State any questions about the decision of Czechoslovakia 
to reject the trade agreement restrictions and the necessity for 
renegotiating the U.S. -Czechoslovakia claim agreement. End FYI. 



'!_I •. 

'--

Hain Points of Kenn~dy-Ha.thias-Hondal.e Res_ol u.tion 

Welcomes the agreement in principle reached at Vladivostolc. 

Expresses its support for the broad purposes of that agree-

ment as a major substantial step forward. 

-- Expresses hope it will lead to further agreement, and that 

both sides will exercise mutual restraint in deployments beyond 

currently deployed levels. 

That any new US deployments be based on national security 

needs. 

It is the Advice of the Senate that the President should make 

every posssible effort: 

(a) to compl~te the neqotiatibns resulting from the Vladivostok 

agreements in principle; 

(b) in addition, to reach further agreement~ including but not 

limited, to the following: 

(1) mutual restraint on the pace and character of develop

ment and deployments; 

(2) a commitment to negotiate mutual reductions to lm·:er 

levels of strategic delivery vehicles and of NIRVs; 

(3) mutual commitment to continue negotiations to achie~e 

further limitations with regard to ~ilitary forces and armaments not 

presently limited. 

Negotiations to achieve these objectives should begin as soon 

as possible. 

Agreement to be submitted to the Senate. 



- 5. FYI: See attached guidance on Kennedy/Mathias/Mondale SALT 

resolution. 



, .. 

BASIC GUIDANCE FOR At.lDERSON AND NESSmN IF ASKEW 

1. .. 'He view the resolution as suppvrting the Vladi vosto1-.: 

accordo 

2. To the extent. that it. calls for negot:.iations on matters 

not part of the Vladivos•cok au-cord, t:he Administration will 

prepared to make an effort to undertake such negotiations as 

quickly as possible after the agreemGmts flmving from Vladivostok 

have been completed., 

3o It should be clear ';.;re are already ±:t'i ccm..rni t ted to 

negotia·t:e on reductions belo\1' the Vladivostok levelso This 

is part of the Vlo_di vostok accord and \78 e:h")?ect such negotiations 

to be re to in the final agreetrtents and have them com.t"118nce 

at the earliest possible after the fi~al Vladivostok agreaments 

are completedo 

4o vie are already corr.:mitted to negotiatelimitations on 

forces and arrr.aments not limited by Vladivostok and of course \·lill 

carry through \•lith such negotiationso (eog .. MBFR 1 nuclear testing, 

envirolli--nental modification techniques, chemical warfare.,) 

(J. We view this resolution and the work of the three: Senators as an 

excellent example of how theCongress and the Executive can cooperate to 

advance the national interest. 



3. In his PBS interv-iew last night, Secretary Kissinger said that he 
thinks that detent7 has had a set back because of the Soviet rejection 
of the trade agreement. This appears to differ with the implication 

I 
of the White House statement yesterday which seemed to indicate that 

I / 7/
7 

..,..-the White House sa;w no setback to detente. How do you square the · 
J. differences in these statements? 

( : 

. . -: ... 

Guidance: I think if you read these· various statements in their 
full context you will see that there is no inconsistency.. As Secretary 
Kissinger said in his press conference Tuesday evening, we see no 
evidence tha;.t this action of the Soviet' Union represents an interruption 
in our broader policy of detente. Nevertheless,. we do see it as a 
set back in terms of opportunities lost for broadening and extending 
that relationship. We have no reason to believe that the rejection of 
the trade bill has implications beyond those communicated to us.. We 
regret this turn of events but as far as the U.S. is concerned, we will 
continue to pursue our policy· of iniproved relations.. I would 
remind you that b~~h Secretary Kissinger and the President 
have reiterated the determination of this country to pursue our 
p.:>licy of relaxation of tension with the Soviet Union and that we 
expect to move forward again in expanding apd broadening our 
relationship with the Soviet Union and we will begin consultations 
with the. Congress on how the Legislative and Executive Branches 
can cooperate in implementing this. 

FYI: Refer to State any questions about the decision of Czechoslovakia 
to reject the trade agreement restrictions and the necessity for 
renegotiating the U.S. -Czechoslovakia claim agreement.. End FYL 



2. Can you comment on the return of Ambassador Dobrynin to :Nioscow? _ ·~ I I Does this indicate serious problems in U.S. -Soviet relations and a 

f "/J J'!{ possible Soviet reassessment of detente? 
I I 

Guidance: I would have no corrunent on the travel plans of another 
country's Ambas.sador. I suggest you check with the Soviet 
Embassy for any details on Ambassador Dobrynin' s plans. 

•,-,-... .-



5. Can you tell us where the President plans to go next with regard to the 
trade·,,bil..l::R~~l?lE!rr.;~:with'.,the Sovi~t Union~· When is he going to ask the 
Congress to correct the problems that lea.._d to the Soviet rejection of 
the current trade agreement? 

~J'uidance: Bot the President and Secretary Kissinger have said 
that we vrill discuss possible next steps with the Congress. I have 
nothing further to give you on this subject at this time. 

FYI Only: Secretary Kissinger told the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee yesterday that we are not. in a big hurry to rush a new 
trade bill or Ex-Im Bank bill at this time. We do not want to appear 

too eager to rush back to the Soviets nor do ·,ve want to appear to be 
ja.mming new U.S. legislation through the Congress. 



5. Do you have any comment on a UPI report that the U.S. is asking the 
} ,.._/ Soviet Union to explain possible violations of the 1972 SALT agreements? 

) f:d.-'t$1 75 Can you confirm that the Soviets have complained to the U.S. about canvas 
' . covers placed over Arnerican missile silos in possible violation of the 

1972 agreements? 

GUIDANCE: I can confirm that the standing concultative 
commission c;reated in the 1972 SALT agreement did hold a 
meeting in Geneva today, but I am not going to discuss the 
details of the work of the SCC. I think you will recall that 
in early D~cember there were a number of stories about 
possible violations and the President said at that time that he 
had the responsibility to clear up any ambiguities that had 
arisen under the SALT agreement, and such clarifications are 
the work of the sec. 

If pushed on whether the U.S. has violated the agreement 
you should simply say that the U. S. is not in violation ci. 
the SALT agreements, but you are not discussing the 
details of the various reports on these matters. 
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COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 

5:50 P.M. - MARCH 19, 1975 

MESSAGE FROM EMBASSY MOSCOW -- just telephoned to me: 

''Moscow 3722 

At March 19 meeting in the Kremlin between Embassy 
and representatives of Soviet Intl. Relations Depart
ment to discuss arrangements for CODEL visit was 
interMUpted by urgent call to Chief of Department, 
V.G. Vysotin, from V.P. Rubin, Chairman of Supreme 
Soviet Council of Nationalities who had just gotten 
word from Soviet Embassy Washington that CODEL wished 
to delay visit for a week. (Vysotin did not know of 
CODEL's vequest for delay before meeting with him). 

After several hurried phone calls and meetings 
with Rubin, Vysotin returned to room to tell us that 
Supreme Soviet is instructing Soviet Embassy Washington 
to inform CODEL that March 30 arrival date is un
acceptable and that visit cannot take place earlier 
than mid-May after celebration 30th anniversary of World 
War II. 

Vysotin gave his reason for postponement the fact 
that there would be no high-ranking Soviet officials in 
Moscow to receive CODEL. Rubin is scheduled for IPU 
meetings, A.P. Shitikov, Chairman of Council of Union 
is sick and in hospital. BN. Ponomarev, Chairman·of 
Council of Nationalities, Foreign Affairs Commission, 
is on leave. M.A. Suslov, Chairman of Council of Union, 
Foreign Affairs Commission, is also on leave and will 
be busy with other matters during proposed period. 

We stated that mid-May might be difficult time for 
CODEL to break away from Senate work ~nd asked Vysotin 
if decision to ask for postp'onement was firm. He said 
it was unless CODEL found it possible to come on original 
dates as planned. STOESSEL. 11 

Mary McLaughlin 
CC0y:n~umphrey, Scott 
· ~ Norvill Jones, Art Kuhl 



March 21, 1975 

CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION TO 'IH E SOVIET UNION 

Q. Is there any connection between the delay in the Congressional delegation 
trip to the Soviet Union and the reports that the CIA tried to salvage a Russian 
submarine? 

A. GUIDANCE: No. The Congressional delegation was suppoed to 
leave today for the Soviet Union, but pressing legislative business 
forced them to request a delay for several days. However, the 
delay would cause scheduling problems for the Soviet Union and they 
suggested alternative dates in May. For details of the travel, I suggest 
you check with members of the Congressional delegation. 



'ME110RANDUM 2119 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

e0!'lFIDEN1'It'tf:r 
April 7, 1975 
INFORMATION 

MEMORANDUM FOR BRENT SCOWCROFT 

FROM: WU-
Hal Horan N 1\J 

SUBJECT: Soviet Cruise Missiles in Somalia 

The New York Times, Monday, April 7, has a story on this subject 
to the effect that Defense Department officials say the Soviet Union 
is stockpiling long-range guided missiles in a newly built naval 
support installation at Berbera; Somalia. We have known of this 
facility for. some time and the Department of State has prepared 
the following guideline on an if-asked basis for its press spokesman: 

"Q: Today's New York Times, quoting a DOD official, 
reports that the Soviets are stockpiling cruise missiles 
in a large, recently built naval support installation 
at Berbera, Somalia. Would you care to comment? 

HA: The Soviets have been building a naval support facility 
at Berbera for several years, including capabilities 
for naval communications and ships maintenance. We 
now have information that they are also installing a 
storage facility for cruise missiles as well, but we have 
no exact information as to the type and numbers of missiles 
there, or whether any missiles are ther~ yet. tt 

In view of the larger than African context to this· subject, I wanted 
to flag it to your attention. I might add that we have increasing 
evidence of a split within the Somali Government over the extent 
of Soviet presence in Somalia as it impacts on Somalia's foreign 
relations, and, in particular, with the neighboring Arab states. 

-~· DECLASSIFIED 
E.O. l29S8, Sec. 3.S 

MSC_: ~ 11124191, State Dept Glid!:: 
By~ , NARA. Date ~t"'-~'1f.si.r...¥jrtit)""W' 

~ cc: Margie Vanderhye 

CONFfDEUTlA L-
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Q: 

A: 

DE!'J'ENTE 

Mr. President, in light of recent events on the international scene, 
notably in Vietnam, Portugal and the Middle East, how do you see 
our relations with the Soviet Union developing? Are US-Soviet 
relations entering a cooling period? 

From the outset of my Administration, I have stressed my 

commitment to working for improved relations with the Soviet 

Union in the interests of world peace. The effort to achieve a 

more constructive relationship with the USSR expresses the 

continuing desire of the vast majority of the American people for 

easing international tensions and reducing the chances of war while 

at the same time safeguarding our vital interests and our security. 

Sue~ an improved relationship is in our real national interest. 

On AprillO, I observed that during this process, we have had no 

Ulusions. We know that we are dealing with a nation that reflects 

different principles and is our competitor in many parts of the globe. 

We will never permit detente to become a license to fish in troubled 

waters. Through a combination of firmness and flexibility, however, 

the United States has in recent years laid the basis of a more reliable. 

relationship based on mutual interest and mutual restraint. Only last 

November, at Vladivostok, General Secretary Brezhnev and I 

reaffirmed the determination of the United States and the Soviet Union to 

further develop our relations and to continue the search for peace. 

---------·---·--- -~-·· ---~----
\ 
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I believe the prospects for further improvements in US- USSR 

relations -- taking into account recent international developments 

remain good insofar as they depend on our actions. It is my 

impression that the Soviet leadership continues to share in this 

desire for further progress based on mutual interest and mutual 

restraint. 



DETENTE AND INDOCHINA 

Q: If detente has any meaning at all, why isn•t the President using 
his supposedly closer relations with the Soviet Union and the 
Peoples' Republic of China to help and end the fighting in 
Indochina? 

A: The Principal purpose of detente-has been1 and remains to lessen 

the danger of nuclear conflict and to reduce the tensions among 

the superpowers, tensions that carried the potential seeds 

of world war. Detente has achieved that objective. We have 

achieved settlement in some areas, like Berlin. We have dampened 

crises in other areas. It has also developed a more constructive 

relationship with the Soviet Union. 

It has never been a condition of detente that either we, the 

Soviet Union or the Peoples' Republic of China would end our 

support of our allies. 



April 28, 1975 

BREZHNEV VISIT 

Q. Is the postponement of Secretary Brezhnev 1s visit to the United 
States an indication of a chill in detente? Do events in the Middle 
East or Indochina have anything to do with the postponement? 

A. The visit between President Ford and the Secretary has 

not been set so there is, in fact, no postponement. 

' 

l 
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· , By BENBY L. TBEWBI'lT < · ed thafthe Soviet Union's so- each of which may be direeted 
WG.Ih~. Bureou .o/ The Su& · • · ealled Backfire strategic bomb- at a separate target. · · · 4 

·• 

Washington-Umted States- er must be included under pre- It was understood at Vladi· 
Soviet negotiations on nuclear viously agreed ceilings. For an· vostok that the U.S. B-52 bomb
weapons have frozen on two other. t_he U.S. holds that every er and the older Soviet Bear 
demands by the U.S. that· the Soviet missile of .a · class bomber would be included with· 
Ford adminis~tion rega~ as successfully tested with multi- in the ceilings. The Backfire, a 
fundamental, mformed officials ple warheads must be assumed new supersonic bomber .. was 
reported yesterday. within . the ceilings, to carry not even discussed inf~rmed 

The implications are both such warheads. . officials said sine~ the &us-
military and political. Unless The issues are fundamental sians had a~ to exclude the 
the disagreements are resolved, to the ·agreement struck by comparable U.S. F-111 bomber. 
one source said, the whole proc- President Foro and Leonid I; Now, however, U.S. officials 
ess of U~S.-Soviet detente could Brezhnev, the Soviet Commuft:: say inj:lusion of the: Backfire is 
suffer dramatically. ist party leader, at Vladivostok essential. . - · ,, 
. ~-:n the strategic arms last . November. During t~t · As for strategic· missileS; · 

limitation talks at Geneva re- meeting they agreed to negotl· Henry A. Kissinger· the Secre
cessed this week, they had ate for agreement this year on tary of State, said' publicly at ' 
stalled on the nature of Soviet a 10-year treaty that would Vladivostok that the U.S. would 
wea~ns to be incl~~ed under !imit each side to 2,40~ strateg- insist on including within the . 
prmously agreed cetlings. 1c launchers, of wh1ch 1,320 ceilings all rockets capable of 

For one thing, the U.S. insist· could carry multiple warheads, See WEAPONS, A4, Col. 1 · 

.. 
THE SUN, Friday, May 9. 1975 

2 U.S. ·arms demands 
froze talks., peril detente 

WEAPONS,_ from A 1 missiles, the SS.l6, SS-17, SS-18, · By this week the disagree-' 

' However, _J,~ers a..ldiowl· 
edged that the pofots are funda
mental-especially the on~~ 
lating to MIRV verification-to 
the strategic weapons balance. 
The political implications of 
failure could be even greater: '· 

For the short term it would 
be difficult for Mr. Ford and 
Mr. Brezhnev to hold theit al· 
ready-delayed summit meeting 
this year unless the issues are 
resolved. For the longer term, 
failure would · :reduce the 
momentum, at least, of the de
tente process started in 1972. 

and SS-19, is believed to be ment was total. Negotiators re
carrying multiple warheads capable of carrying MIRV's. cessed the talks. until June· 2 
-the so-called MIRV's. The Whether the U.S. has claimed while their governments review 
MIRV . assumption, he ex· that all of these must be includ- their positions. The talks will be 
plained; was necessary because ed within the MIRV ceiling is a primary topic, along with the 
the Soviet government will not uncertain, however. One offi· Middle East, when Mr. Kissin· 
permit on-the-spot verification cial mentioned only the SS.17 ger meets the Soviet foreign 
of missiles. and SS.19 yesterday as being minister, Andrei A. Gromyko, 

But what Mr. Kissinger said specifically in dispute.. .. . in Geneva May 19. 
publicly was not incorporated In fact, U.S. officials have One U.S. official insisted 
in any of the official documents reported that the first SS.19's yesterday that ''reports of a 
a~ Vla~v?stok. S~ce then, So- deployed recently in the Soviet brea~dowri in the .SALT talks 
VIet off1C1als have argued that Union were equipped only with are maccurate, qwte exagger
the U.S. is trying to tighten the single warheads. They must be ateti." 
terms of the Vladivostok meet- covered by the MIRV ceiling 
ing-which t Mr. · Kissinger anYWay, these sources said, be-
called a "breakthrough"-after cause it is not always possible 
the event. to·· 'determine the number of 

A whole series of new Soviet warheads with spy satellites. 

There has been controversy 
over the Vladivostok accord 
since it was announced. After 
the meeting, each side drafted 
an aide-memoire about its un
. derstanding of what had been 
'agreed. 



1. 

2. 

June 12, lWS 

OTHER ISSUES 

You have guidance on the Diego Garcia facilities and on the 
Soviet presence in Somalia. Despite Somalian denials of a Soviet 
base (denials they have apparently been making for a long time) 
the State Department plans to refer to the Schlesinger testimony; 
I suggest we do the same. 

Attached is guidance used by the Department of State yesterday 
in response to questions of alleged U.S. military sales to Egypt. 
In response to questions, you should refer to State Department 
remarks of yesterday. 



In response to questions on the Jack Anderson article on Soviet 

ICBM' s hitting an America,n ship, you should refer to Schlesinger's public 

press conference of June 20 in which he said that on the 3rd of June one 

of the Soviet reentry bodies fell within 100 feet of the US observation ship 

in the area at the time. 

Rona 

I'• not sure who cleared this guidance, but Joe Laitin said 

that some small pieces actually did impact on the ship and were 

recovered by the crew. He said the debris totalled about 9 
''· pounts. • This -• information is not being released to the 

press, however. Laitin said he would neither confirm or deny 

the Jack Anderson report, but you should tnow what the facts 

are for your protection. 

JWH 6-30-75 



June 30, 1975 

SOVIET BASE AT BERBERA 

If asked about the conflicting reports of a Soviet base at Berbera, 
Somalia, the State Department will refer to Schlesinger's frequent ) 
corrunents on the subject and stand by his remarks. We are~?.dvis~g--~-.. ./ 
to follow suit. _fThe following excerpt is tak~n from Secretary 
Schlesinger's interview with newsmen fallowing an appearance before 
the Senate Armed Services Committee June 1 O. He is talking about 
the necessity for a U.S. facility at Diego Garcia; 

"The U.S. wishes to have a logistical capability in the Indian 
Ocean which is at relatively small cost, so that we do not have 
to support any task forces that we send into the Indian Ocean, 
4, 500 miles out of Subic Bay. It is necessary because of the 
Soviet buildup of naval forces that have taken place since 1968 
and in addition, the present activities going on to build their 
logistical and support capabilities that we be in a position to 
match them in terms of naval strength should that be necessary 
and that is the reason for the base. 11 

11Qu.;:;stion: Can you tell us how seriously y_~~~regg~,]."d the creation 
of this Soviet missile supply base at Berber a? 

11Answer: I think that is an indication of the degree of interest 
----Qf the §oviets and their belief that tney require a reload capa

bility in the Indian Ocean.'' 

Refer to your guidance of June 11 for background information on Diego 
Garcia. 

Q ~ 4'l:P -CJ2_._, /U..,-£'e_) ~ cu~ ~'-'- . 

ft - T ~ _;tf, ~, ~_g--u..""'f<-0 . ' 
/1_.-~~-s 



July 1, 1975 

SOLZHENITSYN ON DETENTE 

In an emotional speech to the AFL-CIO, the first he has delivered to a 
Western audience since his exile last year, Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
scolded the United States for its concessions to Soviet communism in 
the name of detente. His condemnation of Kissinger's Nobel prize for 
peace and of the United States concessions toward communism may 
provoke questions on the President's attitude toward Solzhenitsyn and 
detente. 

Q: What is the President's reaction to Nobel laureate Solzhenitsyn1 s 
criticism of the U.S. concessions to the Soviets on detente and to 
Secretary Kissinger's acceptance of the Nobel prize for peace in 
1973? 

A: The Pre sident1 s views on detente are well known. From the outset 

of his Administration, the President has stressed his commitment 

to working for improved relations with the Soviet Union in the 

interests of world peace. He believes that such an improved relation-

ship based on strict reciprocity is in our real national interest. In 

his April 10 speech to the Congress, he observed that during this 

process, we have had no illusions and that we are dealing with a 

nation that reflects different principles and is our competitor in many 

parts of the globe. (FYI: We would have no direct comment on 

Secretary Kissinger's Nobel peace prize.) 



July 7, 1975 

U.S. -SOVIET SUBMARINES COLLIDE 

The New York Times has reported that a U.S. submarine collided 
with a Soviet sub in Russian waters in 1969 and that the U.S~ ·sub 
commander was ordered to prepared a falsified report in addition to 
a truthful one. 

In response to questions about the alleged collision of U.S. and 
Soviet submarines, the Defense Department has.!!£_ comment. The 
State Department has followed suit and we are advised to do the same. 

'1' .. 



August 7, 1975 

VIETNAM, SOUTH KOREA UN MEMBERSHIP 

Q. Can you comment on the State Department announcement 
that we will veto UN membership applications of the two 
Vietnams if South Korea is not admitted? 

A. As the State Department said yesterday, we are 

prepared to support the membership of all three of these 

states; however, ~ will not be a party to attempts to admit 

one state while excluding another. To do ot~ rwise would be 

in direct violation of the principle of universality upon which 

the UN was founded. 

Yesterday in a meeting to consider applications for membership 

South Korea failed by two votes to get the nine required for 

consideration. The applications for Vietnamese membership 

passed overwhelmingly (US abstained); when the membership 

committee votes later this week to send the Vietnamese 

applications forward, the US will veto. 

IF PRESSED: The United States will continue to support the candidacy 

of South Korea and will vote against any proposal that does not include 

them. 



POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FOR BON NESSEN BRIEFING SEPT. 10. 1975 

+- ~REZHNEV V~~IT SET BtC~ ecretaryss1ngern icates 
ia~•~*•xaa~ thatthe visit of Soviet leader Brezhnev has been set back 
until the middle of December. Is this correct? Why the delay? Aren't 
the SALT talks going well? Is the trip to China stillplanned? What 
ikx is the likely time for the Cbina trip? 

~ GRAIN AGREEMENT 
The National Farmers Organization has criticized the grain agreement 
as bowing to MeanygSnBlft~~~fti*!thAny White House reaction? Why has 
the Admianistratio Hill .. l ' Meany's ideas on grain trade with the 
Soviets? ~ 

SINAI AGREEMENT 
The N. Y. Times claims the agreements with Israel are not as solid as 
first reports indicate, especially because of hedges about the need for 
Congressional approval. Is this account accurate? 

SSCHOOL BUSING 
Does the President have any comaent on the school busing successes in 
Boston and Louisville? ~l heo~g._!r_ . .!P.~ lJ:?~ go,veJ::mnJ!!.!£~payh the costs 

--...--,-~~-

of policing the Louisville busing situation as the Kentucky Governor 
tft:&:Q"'''Iilf &Ul 4k( ii:•I<J w;B$ftli<4lbliil'* ii..~~~-i.~.+J>...,.·~4h~.~ -demands? 
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BREZHNEV VISIT 

Q. It would seem that the Brezhnev visit has been postponed 
once more. Can you tell u.s why? Are the SALT negotiations 
going badly? Has the new Middle East interim agreen1ent 
caused a setback in our relations? 

A. As you know, no specific date fo; General Secret_ary . 

~ ca.o·~~ 
Brezhnev' s visit has ever been \ileet e!:ew:n, but we have 

~i~oo~ .. r~dt:uing a 

~l'P II Agxeemetti. 

I would refer you to Secretary's Kissinger's remarks 

of yesterday on this question. 

IF PRESSED: 

He made the following points: 

1. The basic issues on SALT were settled at Vladivostok. 

2. There are two or three issues of great importance on 

which agreement has not yet been reached, but on 

which if agreement were reached, the negotiation could 

be concluded within six to eight weeks after that . 

• 
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3. We will discuss the major issues with Gromyko and 

we still e"-"Pect to receive the General Secretary 

in Washington by the end of the year. 

4. There is no essential delay; we are on course. 

FYI ONLY: ?ee Page 16, transcript of the Secretaryr s briefing. 
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DIEGO GARCIA 

The Washingto!l. Post reports 9/9 that more than 1, 000 
inhabitants of the Island of Diego Garcia were forcibly removed 
be£ore1972 to make way for aU. S. Naval Base there .. The Pentagon 

,. "told the Congress in 1972~that the Island was virtually uninhabited. 
The U.S. Government ( State Department ) has said that the fate of 
the islanders now living in poverty on Mauritius is the responsibility 
of the United Kingdom and Maurituis.-

Q. Would you comment on the Post story on the inhabitants of 
Diego Garcia? Will the U.S. do anything to help them or 
to repay them for their losses and displacement? 

A. I would refer you to the Department of State and also 

the Department of Defense. I understand they are prepared 

to address this is sue. 

Q. Is the Island of Diego Garcia independent territory? 

A. The island is British. 

FYI ONLY: We want to keep this issue away from the White House 

and the President since it W>uld involve putting the British out front 

on this. The State Department will refer to the British jurisdiction 

on Diego Garcia and to their responsibility for administration of the 

island. They will probably direct most queries to the British government. 




